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Secret Bilderberg Agenda To Microchip Americans Leaked 
Elitists want to microchip Americans in name of fighting terrorism, Europeans universally opposed to attack
on Iran, Globalists fear oil prices rising too quickly

Paul Joseph Watson
Prison Planet
Tuesday, June 10, 2008
|  

Sources from inside the 2008 Bilderberg meeting have leaked the details of what elitists were discussing in
Chantilly Virginia last week and the talking points were ominous - a plan to microchip Americans under the
pretext of fighting terrorist groups which will be identified as blonde haired, blue eyed westerners.

Veteran Bilderberg sleuth Jim Tucker relies on sources who regularly attend Bilderberg as aides and
assistants but who are not Bilderberg members themselves. The information they provided this year is
bone-chilling for those who have tracked the development of the plan to make the general public consider
implanted microchips as a convenience as routine as credit cards.

"Under the heading of resisting terrorism there were points made about how the terrorist organizations are
recruiting people who do not look like terrorists - blonde, blue eyed boys - they're searching hard for those
types to become the new mad bombers," said Tucker.

As we have documented, the blue eyed blonde haired Al-Qaeda line is a familiar talking point that has been
pushed on Fox News and within other Neo-Con circles in an attempt to turn the anti-terror apparatus around
to target dissidents, protesters and the American people in general.

Ominously, Tucker's source also told him that Bilderberg were discussing the microchipping of humans on a
mass scale, which would be introduced under the pretext of fighting terrorism whereby the "good guys"
would be allowed to travel freely from airports so long as their microchip could be scanned and the
information stored in a database.

Tucker said the idea was also sold on the basis that it would help hospital staff treat a patient in an emergency
situation because a scan of the chip would provide instantaneous access to health details.

Tucker underscored that Bilderberg were talking about subdermally implanted chips and not merely RFID
chips contained in clothing. The discussion took place in a main conference hall and was part of the agenda,
not an off-hand remark in the hotel bar.

Such a bizarre concept may seem unbelievable to some, but over the last ten years there have been dozens of
examples of people accepting implanted chips for a variety of different reasons.

In 2004, Mexico's attorney general and 160 of his office staff were implanted with tracker chips to control
access to to secure areas of their headquarters.

The Baja Beach Club in Barcelona and other nightclubs around the world are already offering implantable
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chips to customers who want to pay for drinks with the wave of a hand and also get access to VIP areas of the
club lounge.

Bilderberg skeptical of attack on Iran

Tucker's source told him that Secretary of Defense Robert Gates did attend Bilderberg despite him not
appearing on the official list.

Tucker said that his sources told him Gates was in attendance to present his case for war with Iran, but that
the majority of Bilderberg members were against an attack at this time.

"The Europeans were generally opposed to an invasion of Iran - Gates made the regular war propaganda drill
about how Iran is a nuclear threat to everybody," said Tucker, adding that European Bilderbergers made snide
comments about where such nuclear weapons actually were being kept and at one point joking that they were
possibly "in Saddam Hussein's tomb".

Despite Bilderberg opposition, Tucker said that the administration was still considering an attack before Bush
leaves office in January.

"At least 90 per cent of the Europeans oppose a war, probably closer to 100 per cent," said Tucker, adding,
"most of the Americans were passive and deferential to the Secretary of Defense and Condoleezza Rice's
pitch in so far as Iran is concerned".

Tucker said that most Americans present at the meeting were opposed to attacking Iran but dare not be as
visible and loud in their opposition as the Europeans.

Energy and oil prices 

"One of the Bilderberg boys raised this question - should we put a lid on the rise in oil prices, are we reaching
the point of diminishing returns," said Tucker, adding that Bilderberg noted how Americans were trading in
their SUV's in record numbers for small and more fuel efficient cars and using more public transport to
combat high gas prices.

Tucker's source said that Bilderberg were predicting $5 for a gallon of gas by the end of this summer and oil
over $150 dollars a barrel, but that this was a ceiling and oil prices would probably begin to decline thereafter
because they thought the acceleration had happened too quickly.

As we previously reported, Bilderberg called for oil prices to soar in 2005 when oil was a mere $40 a barrel.

During the conference in Germany, Henry Kissinger told his fellow attendees that the elite had resolved to
ensure that oil prices would double over the course of the next 12-24 months, which is exactly what
happened.

During their 2006 meeting in Ottawa Canada, Bilderberg agreed to push for $105 a barrel before the end of
2008. With that target having been smashed months ago, the acceleration towards $150 is outstripping even
Bilderberg's goal, which is why the elitists expressed a desire to cool prices at least in the short term.

Just two days after he left Bilderberg, Fed Chairman Ben Bernanke, George W. Bush and others expressed
support for a strong dollar and Bernanke hinted that interest rates could rise, which immediately caused oil
prices to drop in line with Bilderberg's consensus.
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